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ABSTRACT
Pharmacy is a business area that leads to the field of pharmacy, of course must follow the development of information technology. Pharmacies Glagah Farma until now in the process of business is still using the standard operating procedure in which a long sales process, purchasing and other related processes therein, purchasing reports and sales reports carried out by a special book of notes and conducted regularly every transaction made.

A good information system and detailed are required to facilitate the entire operational needs Pharmacies Glagah Farma start perekapan the data drugs and medical devices, a data supplier, buyer data, physician data, perekapan sales transactions both prescription and non-prescription, perekapan purchase of drugs and medical devices, and reports related to some of these things with a relatively short time.

Implementing information systems in accordance with the pharmacy business is expected to help the pharmacy to cover all the needs of transactions ranging from the procurement process, the sale in detail and detail so as to facilitate the pharmacies in the reporting process and to verify the data quickly and appropriately in the event of an error perekapan data.
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